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Infrared Lamps for Horses

At Q-Line, you can find infrared lamps for horses. In our company, you
only purchase infrared lamps of the highest quality. The infrared lamp
for solariums has a long lifespan due to its special construction; read
more about the Q-Line infrared lamp here. Explore all products in our
complete range today and discover if your desired items are available!

Infrared Lamps for Horses for Improved Muscle Blood Circulation

Our company offers infrared lamps. The infrared rays emitted by the
infrared lamps for horses promote better blood circulation in the
muscles. This improvement in muscle blood circulation enhances the
removal of waste products from the muscles, reducing the likelihood of
injuries in your horse. The generated infrared heat from the lamps
ensures that blood sugars are absorbed more quickly by the muscles. It
also facilitates the faster removal of lactic acid from the muscles. For
these lamps and many other equestrian products, you can turn to us.

Place your order now

Are you interested in these infrared lamps for horses? Or are you
looking for other items, such as a horse treadmill or other training
equipment? Contact our company directly for inquiries about the
possibilities! You can do this by calling +31(0)546633700 or sending an
email to info@Q-Line.com. If you have questions about the shipping
and return of ordered products, we are also happy to assist you.

Long lifespan

More heat

Better blood circulation

Features

Why does the lamp have a longer life?
The reason why conventional lamps only last for 1 month continuous operation is that they cannot withstand the
generated heat. Our lamps are constructed in such a way that they can withstand the high heat. The life of our lamp is
equal to that of the filament. These lamps can burning continuously for 6 months without breaking.

Why does our lamp generate more heat?
Because the filament is placed exactly in the middle, the heat produced blasted properly.

Why does our lamp not fall out of the socket?
The basic problem in letting go of the lamp off the fitting is that the glass is glued to the screw part on the lamp. This glue
burns and the lamp falls. As it is said our lamps are glued through a super glue this is a lame excuse and not the correct
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one solution. No glue is used in the production of our lamps which is the problem of falling lamps. In contrast the base of
the bulb shaped with screw threads and the steel part is screwed onto the lamp. So there is never no more problem with
a falling lamp



Specifications

Power supply 230-240 V 50/60Hz

Power usage 100 Watt

Ampere 0,44 A

Colour Red

Other Base E27

Basic material Reinforced glass

Diameter 12 cm

Drive system 18 cm

Transport size 12x12x17 cm

Transport weight 0,2 kg

Contact details
Q-Line Equestrian B.V.

Haarbrinksweg 47

7678 RS Geesteren

Tel. +31(0)546212361

info@Q-Line.com

www.q-line.com
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